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TCL | Nikki Whelpton

Subject: LINZ parcels
Attachments: 20101005160152268.pdf

From: Paul Kelly <pkelly@linz.govt.nz>  
Sent: Tuesday, 5 October 2010 3:09 PM 
To: TCL ‐ Wayne Smith <wayne@turley.co.nz> 
Subject: RE: LINZ parcels 
 

Hi Wayne 
We have no record of the lands you identified as being Crown Land on the LINZ balance sheet (Lips). 
This does not mean the land is not UCL as you know. 
I did find ref to sections in the Blackhead Township situated in Block II, Blackhead SD being allocated 
to DOC. A copy of the allocation shchedule is attached. 
  
Cheers 
Paul 
 

From: TCL - Wayne Smith [mailto:wayne@turley.co.nz]  
Sent: Thursday, 23 September 2010 2:14 PM 
To: Paul Kelly 
Subject: LINZ parcels 

Hi Paul, as with all good data bases there is some missing ownership details missing from Quickmap etc regarding some 
properties in Hawke’s Bay, in particular Blackhead. 
 
I am in the process of doing some work for a local Council which will involve gaining landowner consents but first of all I need 
to trace who the owner is regarding some Crown land.  I have also attached a copy of title HB119/152 which shows a diagram of 
the land affected but does not really lead us anywhere re ownership. 
 
DoC has denied ownership of the strips of Crown land which front the foreshore where I have shown Crown Land arrowed in on 
two parcels on DP 8226 as attached.  On a blow up of DP 8229 it can be seen that someone has pencilled in CL for these two 
parcels.  This does not categorically mean that it is Crown land BUT we believe it is and there is nothing around to suggest it is 
anything else. It is understood that maybe DoC had it under the Foreshore and Seabed Endowment Revesting Act 1991 which has 
been repealed by the Governments foreshore legislation which we now understand means that the land identified passed to LINZ 
for its administration.  Is there any factual proof of this in LINZ Crown records?? 
 
It may very well be shown as  LINZ asset on its records – here’s hoping. 
 
Another query is at the Township of Blackhead which we also understand that Town Sections 1-90, 92-126 Blackhead all belong 
to LINZ.  It is possible that TS 123 is in private ownership however.  I have not followed up with DoC re these sections at 
Blackhead as yet but it is possible that they also own some.  However, if you can confirm LINZ ownership on any then that would
be great.  See SO 6204 which shows all the sites.  There is a note on that plan which shows “For current status of sections See 
File M.343 fol 33,34” but I would be surprised if anyone can locate such a file now.  Also, the status may have changed since 
1971. 
 
Note I have included SO 9361 but it is not very clear re the subject parcels. 
 
Regards, 

 
:: Wayne Smith | Property Analyst | Consultant | Public Land Specialist 
:: MPINZ, LINZ Accredited 


